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strictness
Machines

Optimization for Graph Reduction
(Why id Might Not Be Strict)

MARCEL BEEMSTER

University of Amsterdam

Strictness optimizations in the implementation of lazy functional languages are not always vahd.

In nonoptimized graph reduction, evaluation always takes place at the request of case analysls or

a primitive operation. Hence, the result of a reduction is always a data value and never a

function. This implies that in an Implementation no argument satisfaction check is required. But

m the presence of strict arguments, “premature” reduction may take place outside the scope of a

case or primitive operation This causes problems in graph reducers that use an aggres.nue take

Two solutions are presented, one based on a run-time argument satisfaction check, the other on a

weakened strictness analyzer. Experimental results are used to compare the two solutions and

show that the cost of the aggressive take can be arbitrary high for specific programs. The

experimental results enable a trade-off to be made by the reduction machine desi gncr.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D 2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—performance
measures; D.3.2 [Programming Languages]: Language Classifications-apphcatwe lan-

guages; D.3 4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—code generat~on; compders; opttmwa-

tion; ruiz-tirne environments; F 1.1 [Computation by Abstract Devices]: Models of Computa-

tion—relatlons among models

General Terms: Languages, Performance

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Graph reduction, lazy evaluation, strictness analysm

1. INTRODUCTION

An important research topic in lazy functional languages is implementational

efficiency. An aspect of implementation efficiency is the amenability of the

reduction process to compiler optimization. No implementation of a lazy

functional language will perform well if the compiler does not implement a

number of optimization specific to graph reduction. Many optimizations

share one goal: they aim to reduce the use of laziness in the implementation.

Laziness combines two aspects: normal-order reduction and sharing, Nor-

mal-order reduction specifies that the leftmost outermost redex should be

reduced first. Sharing assures that a redex is reduced at most once. Subse-

quent uses of the same redex should be able to obtain its reduced value
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directly. In practice, leftmost outermost execution requires that the evalua-

tions of arguments to functions be delayed until needed by building suspen-

sions for them.

Lazy languages implemented with pure graph reduction are not nearly as

efficient as applicative-order languages and implementations. The mecha-

nisms to delay the evaluation of an argument are costly. A suspension must

always be built, even when the argument is not evaluated at all. In addition

to the normal objects that an applicative-order implementation handles, a

lazy implementation must also be able to handle unevaluated expressions. All

of this costs valuable run time.

The answer to the efficiency problem lies in improved compilation tech-

niques. Some of these techniques are specific to the graph reduction model

chosen; others are generally applicable to most graph reduction models. For

an overview see Peyton Jones [ 1987]. An important general optimization

technique is strictness optimization [Clark and Peyton Jones 1985; Davis and

Wadler 1989; Nocker 1990]. The idea behind strictness optimization is that

the compiler can often find out that an argument will be required even

though normal-order reduction is used. Instead of building a suspension for

the argument, it immediately evaluates it.

Two general classes of compiled graph reduction implementations can be

distinguished, the G-machine model and the Spineless model. The spine of

the graph is uses to keep track of the next leftmost outermost expression to

be reduced. In the pure G-machme model [Johnsson 1984] the spine is first

built as a part of the graph and then copied onto the evaluation stack via a

series of UNWIND steps. Optimizations can remove many, but not all, of

these explicit spine manipulations. The second class, the Spineless reduction

model, tries to avoid the costly UNWINDS altogether by directly pushing

arguments onto a stack. This saves copying of the operations and the building

of nodes in the graph. Two implementations of the G-machine model are the

Chalmers LML implementation [Augustsson and Johnsson 1989] and the

FAST compiler [Hartel et al. 1994]. Three different implementations of the

spineless model are the Three-Instruction Machine (TIM) [Fairbairn and

Wray 1987], the spineless G-Machine (SGM) [Burn et al. 1988], and the

Spineless Tagless G-Machine (STG-M) [Peyton Jones 1992]. The STG-M is

the basic machinery behind the Glasgow HASKELL compiler [The Grasp Team

1992].

In this paper the relation between these graph reduction models and the

generally applicable technique of strictness optimization is studied. It will be

shown that neither the TIM nor the STG-M can straightforwardly handle the
result of global strictness analysis. In particular, they cannot handle the

strictness of argument x in the function definition Id x = X, which the SGM

can handle without problems. Optimizing the G-machine model by removing

the argument satisfaction check would make it incapable of using this

strictness information as well. This is further discussed in Section 4.1.

Section 2 explains a typical example of graph reduction in the spineless

reduction model. It shows that using strictness information may lead to a

problem in two of the three implementations of spineless reduction.

ACM TransactIons on Programming I~anguages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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Sections 3 and 4 give a more general description of where a mismatch

between the use of strictness information and the underlying reduction

machine may occur, and explores two solutions. One of the solutions is based

on a modification of the reduction machine; the other weakens the strictness

analyzer.

Section 5 looks briefly at related work, and performance implications are

discussed in Section 6. Both solutions are investigated using execution statis-

tics of relevant functional programs. We show that weakening the strictness

analyzer will in general cases not lead to reduced performance, although for

specific programs the loss can be high.

2. INTRODUCING GRAPH REDUCTION AND STRICTNESS ANALYSIS

The use of strictness information can change the evaluation order of the

expressions to be reduced. As a running example of graph reduction and the

effects of strictness analysis, we use the expression expr, together with the

function definition for swap:

expr = swap 3 (add 5)
swapgf=fg

Many compiler optimizations might be applied to this example but, except

for strictness optimization, they will be ignored. In pure graph reduction, as

opposed to an implementation as discussed below, the evaluation of the

expression proceeds in three steps:

expr = swap 3 (add 5)
expr = (add 5) 3
expr = 8

The same process is shown in graphical format in Fig-are 1. In Figure 1, (a)

is the graph representation of the expression to be evaluated. The oval

marked eval denotes the graph reducer, which is given a pointer to the graph

to be reduced. Function application is represented by an apply-node, marked

@in the figure. In an implementation, an @-node is actually a heap-allocated

data structure and contains a left (function part) and right (argument part)

pointer to further expressions. The definition of the swap function is shown in
Figure l(z). It states that an expression that matches the left-hand side of the

equality, where f and g are variables to be bound in the matching process,

can be replaced by the right-hand side. Such replacement is exactly what

happens going from Fig-w-e l(a) to Figure l(b). The normal-order reduction

strategy of lazy functional languages requires that the evaluator reduces the

leftmost outermost reducible expression first. In the case of Figure l(a), eval

scans left along the @-nodes and finds swap. Looking up the definition of

swap, the match is performed, and f and g are bound to the respective

subexpressions 3 and (add 5). The rewrite is performed, and the result is

Figure l(b).

It is important to note that lazy graph reduction (as opposed to plain
text-based rewrite systems) requires the results of previous computations to

be shared with future work. This means that no expression should be

ACM TransactIons on Programmmg Languages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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(a) [b) (c)

(d)

F1g 1. Basic steps m graph reduction of swap 3 (add 5)

evaluated twice if it is shared in the graph. In the current example, the

@-node marked with a star ( * ) may have other pointers to it besides the one

handed to eval. These other pointers to the expression must also see the

effects of the current reduction. Hence, the @-node marked with a star must

actually be the same node in an implementation. In the transition from

Figure l(a) to Figure l(b), the rewrite actually overwrites that (possibly

shared) node with its new value. This overwriting is also called update.

In the transition from Figure l(b) to Figure l(c) something similar hap-

pens, but with a twist. F’rom Figure l(b), the evaluator again finds the

leftmost outermost reducible expression, it sees that the function add is

applied to two arguments (as required by add), and it binds the two argu-

ments to variables. At this point no rewrite happens because add is a

primitive function, and is not defined in terms of rewriting. Control is now

handed to the add function, which first has to make sure that both of its

arguments are really numbers and not unevaluated expressions. In order to

do so, add calls the evaluator recursively to reduce each of the arguments. If

the expression is correctly type-checked, which is assumed, the results of

these two recursive calls is that the two variables are now bound to numbers,

In the example, the subexpressions to be evaluated cannot be further re-
duced, so eval can immediately return. After this, the addition itself is

performed, and the marked @node is overwritten with the result, 8.

The evaluator then finds the expression in Figure l(c), which cannot be

reduced further.

2.1 Looking at an Implementation

The explanation of the swap example by pure graph reduction will serve as a

basis for the understanding of the reduction by spineless implementations.

ACM TransactIons on Programmmg Languages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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The spineless reduction strategy presented below is an abstraction of three

different actual implementations of spineless graph reduction. These are the

TIM, the SGM, and the STG-M. All of these differ to some extent from the

presentation below, but the key ideas are preserved.

A fundamental issue in spineless reduction is the handling of sharing in

combination with spinelessness. Spinelessness tries to improve on the G-ma-

chine model by keeping candidate arguments on the stack instead of building

an explicit graph representation. Not having such an explicit graph makes it

difficult to figure out how redexes are shared. To handle sharing and updat-

ing correctly, the spineless model uses update markers, which are also

present on the stack. An update marker contains a reference to the node to be

updated. Update markers are pushed on the stack when a node is entered

that needs to be updated with the result of its evaluation. Update markers

are removed again when a function requires more arguments than are

available below the first update market on the stack.

The swap example running on a spineless machine is shown in Figure 2.

The state of the machine at the start of the evaluation of the expression is

shown in Figure 2(a). The stack contains a return address (Cent:), which is

pushed by the code that requires the expression to be evaluated. Next on the

stack there is an update marker, which points to some node in the graph that

must be updated with the result of the evaluation. Were this update marker

not there, the update would not be needed, and the evaluation could proceed

unchanged. At the start of the evaluation all potential arguments are already

on the stack, and there is no explicit spine. In this example the TIM-like

pseudoinstruction Enter is used to indicate that the machine is to enter the

top of the stack element. In actual implementations the current point of

control will be swap, and swap will not be explicitly on the stack. For clarity

the example is shown like this.

From Figure 2(a), swap is entered. It checks to see if there are two

arguments available before the next update marker. This check can be made

inexpensive by maintaining a list of update markers with the start of the list

pointing to the update marker closest to the top. Another option is to keep the

update markers on a separate stack. In this case the arguments are available,

and swap proceeds by popping the two arguments from the stack and binding

them to local variables. Then swap builds the representation for the expres-

sion (f g) by pushing the two arguments in the right order onto the stack.

Swap has now finished and continues by entering the top element of the

stack. This is the state in Figure 2(b). Note that swap did not have to build an

explicit spine for the result expression, and that it did not need a new update

marker because it did not introduce additional sharing.

Now the top element of the stack is entered. This is a representation of

function application. To evaluate this, the arguments of the function applica-

tion must be pushed on the stack, and the function is entered. Before this can

be done, care must be taken that the result of computing this function

application is shared in case there are other pointers to the node. An update
marker pointing to the @-node is pushed on the stack. Then the arguments

are pushed on the stack, and the machine is in the state in Figure 2(c). Note

ACM TransactIons on Programmmg Languages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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Fig. 2. Graph reduction on a spineless machine,

that in an actual implementation the compiler may recognize that the

@-node cannot be further reduced, and the update marker is not needed.

Add is entered and tries to get two arguments. Only one is available below

the first update marker. This means that an update must take place with the

current state of computation between the marker and the top of the stack.

This is an update with the expression (add 5) that is now known to be

reduced. After the update, the update marker is squeezed out of the stack.

The state is as in Figure 2(d). The updated @-node is the same as before, but

is now marked with an r to note that it is reduced. Reentering of this node in

the future will not require an update marker to be pushed.

Again add is entered, and now both arguments are available. Both argu-

ments are recursively evaluated to make sure that they are reduced. After

that the addition is performed, and the machine arrives in the state in Figure

2(e). This looks a bit strange because the machine tries to enter the value 8.
In tagless machines such as the TIM and the STG-M this 1s solved by makmg

values and data structures (for example, for list constructors) into functions

that require one argument. This argument is then subsequently treated as a

(return) code address to which control is transferred. The SGM treats this
slightly differently, but the outcome is the same.

In this case, the value 8 tries to get its return address-argument but finds

the update marker. This signals that the node pointed to by the marker must

be updated with the current value on top of the stack, which is 8. The update

ACM Transactmns on R-ogramm,ng Languages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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is performed; the marker is squeezed out of the stack; and the machine

arrives in the state in Figure 2(f). From here the computation of the expres-

sion is complete, and evaluation continues at the return address.

2.2 Adding Strictness Analysis to the Implementation

A strictness analyzer will detect that the function swap is strict in its second

argument. Formally stated:

where L means undefined. This equation states that the second argument

to swap is really needed to get a result. If something undefined is used, then

the whole result will be undefined. An implementation of graph reduction can

take advantage of strictness information about a particular argument by

computing it before the function call is performed. This implies that the

building of a possibly expensive suspension for the argument can be circum-

vented. Evaluation order is no longer dictated by the standard leftmost

outermost reduction strategy, but this does not introduce extra reduction

steps. The strictness analysis ensures that the premature argument reduc-

tions would be needed anyway. In the example below, the strict evaluation

occurs as if it is taken care of by the function that is receiving the arguments.

This simplifies the explanation because compiler-generated code does not

have to be taken into account. In a real implementation, it would be the

function call environment that takes care of strict evaluation. This would

enable the environment to skip the building of suspensions for the argu-

ments. Despite this deviation from reality, the mechanisms involved are

correct.

Applying the strictness of the second argument of swap, nothing changes

visibly in the pure graph reduction of Figure 1. Instead of applying swap

directly from Figure l(a), the second argument, bound to f, will be reduced

first. However, this argument is already reduced, so reduction proceeds as

shown.

The spineless machines are more interesting. Starting in Figure 3(a), swap

is first going to reduce its second argument, (add 5). It pushes onto the stack

both a continuation for its work and the argument to be reduced, f. The state

is now Figure 3(b), and the @-node is to be entered. At this point a similar

transition occurs as from Figure 2(b) to (c). An update marker pointing to the

@-node is pushed, and the function application is unfolded onto the stack.

This is the state in Figure 3(c). As in the original Figure 2, add is entered,

tries to find two arguments, and finds the update marker after just one

argument. The update is performed, setting the r qualifier to signal that the

node is reduced and that the marker is squeezed out.

The situation is now as in Figure 3(d). Again add is entered, and now there

is a problem. Instead of a second argument or another update marker, there

is a continuation address on the stack. This can certainly not act as a second
argument, and it was not intended to. In the TIM and the STG-M, this

situation cannot be handled. ‘I’here is no way of ending the evaluation with a

ACM TransactIons on Programmmg Languages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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Enter:
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Enter:
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Spineless reduction with use of strictness mformatlon

function. The TIM and the STG-M would, when con-

fronted with this situation, crash. These two spineless machines cannot

handle certain types of strict arguments. On the other hand, the SGM does

handle this correctly. The reasons are that the SGM operates using explicit

stack frames and explicit checks are made to see if there are still enough

arguments in the current stack frame.

As an interesting aside, consider a similar example with apply instead of

swap, where apply is defined as apply f g = f g. It can happen that this may

accidently run correctly on some implementations (those that keep the con-

tinuation pointers on a separate stack). When evaluating apply (add 5) 3, 3 is

pushed on the stack, and (add 5) is entered in a strict fashion. This will

incorrectly reduce (add 5 3) to 8. Note that the 3 on the stack is also used

although it should not be. Then apply is entered, which simply enters the

function on top of the stack, which happens to be 8. The result is 8 without
leaving garbage on the stack.

We have shown that there are implementations of graph reduction that

cannot handle the strictness of some arguments. The problem is not due to

the intricate ways of handling sharing and updates in spineless implementa-

tions. As described in the following sections, the problem is of a more general

nature and arises from a combination of strictness analysis and the dynamic

scope of the eval function. Hence, it is relevant to many implementations,

including G-machine-style graph reducers.

ACM ‘rransactmns on F’rogrammlng Languages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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3. CORRECTLY TYPED GRAPH REDUCTION AND STRICTNESS ANALYSIS

In the implementations of modern typed lazy functional languages, the

reducer function eval is in principle recursively called from only three places:

—Eval is called from built-in functions to evaluate arguments to values or

data structures. In the example this was shown for add, which had to

reduce its arguments to values.

—Eval is called to reduce the argument to a case-expression. Unlike the

STG-M, this case is only to be used for scrutinizing data structures. When

reduced, the case can check the tag of the reduced expression to see at

which branch evaluation must continue. Here, the case-argument will

reduce to a data structure.

—Eval is called from the top-level routine, sometimes called the printer-driver,

to evaluate the main program expression to Normal Form. This is often

done by considering the function main to be the main expression. The

result required from computing the main expression can be a list of

characters or something as complicated as a list of output responses

[Hudak et al. 1992]. However, it must definitely be either a data structure

or value, and may not contain partial applications.

The bottom line is that in a correctly typed program, a recursiue call to eval

will never return with a reduced value that is a partial application. This

property is important because its implication can also be used the other way

round. In a correctly typed program, when the evaluator finds it must reduce

an application, the arguments needed by the application will be there by

definition. The evaluator does not have to check if there are enough argu-

ments available.

As a result, an implementation can be streamlined in two ways. It does not

have to include an argument satisfaction stack, and the evaluator never has

to return a partial application as a result. Both the TIM and the STG-M are

optimized in this respect. These two machines both use an aggressive-take-

operation. The operation of getting the required arguments for a partial

application is called the take-operation. In the TIM, there is a special

instruction devoted to this, but all implementations of graph reduction have a

point where the arguments must be acquired and bound to the function

arguments. Implementations that rely on the evaluator being called only to

reduce to a value or a data structure, and that do not check to see if there are

actually enough arguments, are said to have an aggressive take.

3.1 Implications of Adding Strictness Optimization

When adding strictness analysis to an implementation, a fourth possibility

for recursive calls to eval is created. The evaluator may now be called to

reduce arbitrarily typed arguments to functions. Since there is no typing
restriction on these arguments, eval must be prepared to return partial

applications.

ACM Transactions on Programmmg Languages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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‘This leads to the following conclusions:

(1) Implementations of graph reduction, including G-machine-style imple-
mentations, that do not make use of strictness analysis (or restrict

strictness analysis as described below), are not required to implement an

argament satisfaction check.

(2) Implementations of graph reduction that have an aggressive take, such as
the TIM and the STG-M, cannot make use of unrestricted strictness

inform ations.

4. TRADE-OFFS

It seems that to make use of strictness analysis, a graph reducer must

implement a nonaggressive take. A second alternative is also possible. It is

still possible to implement the reducer with an aggressive take, provided the

strictness analyser is weakened. The trade-offs between the alternatives will

be further explored below.

4.1 An Aggressive Take or a Nonaggressive Take

The consequences of having or not having an aggressive take for the G-

Machine, the TIM, the SGM, and the STG-M are as follows:

— The G-machine has a nonaggressive take. Rule 8 of Table 4 of Johnsson

[1984] makes an explicit check to see if enough arguments are available

in the current stackframe. If not, it falls back into Rule 9, which handles

the return of a partial application. The G-machine can be made agressive

by removing the argument satisfaction check from Rule 8 and removing

Rule 9 altogether.

— The TIM has an aggressive take. The description of the Take instruction

of Fairbairn, and Wray [1987, p. 38] reveals that the Take before an

instruction I will remain active until there are enough arguments to

execute the instruction 1. The TIM is a simple and elegant way of lazy

graph reduction. Making it nonaggressive requires some complication.

Besides the normal markers that now take care of updating, a second type

of marker is needed to make the Take back up. The compilation schemes

for generating TIM code also need to be extended to push the new marker

when there is a chance of reducing a partial application.

— The SGM has a nonaggressive take. In a similar way to the G-machine,
removal of the 6th SUN WIND rule in Section 9.3 of Burn et al. [ 1988]

makes this machine aggressive. Unlike the G-machine, an argument

satisfaction check is still needed to see if the end of a stack frame is

encountered (the stack frame acts here as an update marker).

— The STG-M has an aggressive take. Rules 17 and 17a in Section 5.6 of

Peyton Jones [ 1992] show that Enter keeps on entering until there are

enough arguments. It will not return a partial application. Making this

machine nonaggressive requires similar changes, as in the TIM.

ACM TransactIons on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol 16, No 5, September 1994
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The conclusion is that, for lazy graph reducers, it is easier to implement an

aggressive take than a nonaggressive take. In all cases fewer rules are

needed to build an aggressive version. This will probably lead to a faster

implementation.

4.2 A Weaker Strictness Analysis

A weakened strictness analyzer is required if an aggressive implementation

wants to make use of strictness information. The weakened analyzer makes it

impossible that the machine needs to return a partial application. As

described in Section 3, the problem only occurs when a strict argument

evaluates to a partial application, which is always a function. To deal with

this, some new terminology is needed. Besides the notion of strictness, the

notion of data strictness is introduced. A strict argument in a function means

that it is certainly going to be needed in the evaluation of the function. A

data-strict argument means the argument will certainly be needed and that

it will not reduce to a function. The following examples show the concept:

square a$ =a~a ., Int - int
seq b$c$ =lFb THENc ELSEc Fl :: boolea-a
iswap d e$ =e(d+l) int ~ (int ~ a) ~ ~
id f$ =f ,.,. a+~

On the left are a few function definitions together with the output of a

conventional strictness analyzer, as in Peyton Jones [ 1987, Chap. 22]. All

strict arguments are marked with a $. But strict does not imply data strict.

Argument a to square is used as a value, so it is data strict. The same holds

for argument b to seq. But the use of argument c is not clear. It is needed,

but it is unknown whether it reduces to data or to a partial application. So c

is strict but not data strict. Argument e is also strict, and it is certain that it

is a function, not data. So e is not data strict. Finally, the familiar identity

function, id, is not data strict in its argument.

A strictness analyzer that uncovers data strictness can be built by combin-

ing the results of a standard two-element domain strictness analyzer and the

polymorphic type checker. In the examples above, the right column gives the

type derivations by the type checker. A strict argument that corresponds to a

polymorphic (a) or function type (a - y) is not data strict.

In the generated code, only data-strict arguments can be evaluated before

entering the function.

4.3 Further Refinement

A further refinement on weakened strictness analysis comes from the obser-

vation that the environment of a function call might know more about the

types of the arguments than the callee. For polymorphic function arguments,
such as the argument of id, it may well be the case that the caller does know

the type.
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To employ this knowledge, the strictness analysis has to be a normal

strictness analysis. Only in the code generator where the strictness results

are used must three cases of strict arguments be distinguished:

— A strict argument that has no polymorphic type and no function type can

be evaluated strictly.

— Strict arguments that have a function type may not be evaluated strictly

because that would suffocate the aggressive take.

— Strict arguments with polymorphic type(*) may only be strictly evaluated

if it is known at the caller site that the argument does not reduce to a

function.

The result is that more arguments can be evaluated strictly than in the

weakened analyzer (third case is added), while the implementation can still

use an agressive take.

5. RELATED WORK

Fairbairn and Wray [ 1987] mention the possibility of extending the TIM with

nonaggressiveness to take advantage of all available strictness. They state

without further explanation that their experiments show that the cost of this

is higher than the benefits. This statement contradicts with the results of the

experiments in Section 6 below.

The difficulties with the aggressive take did not turn up in Argo’s [1989]

paper on improving the TIM. In that paper a number of strictness optimiza-

tion are described. However, these always apply to the strict evaluation of

arguments to primitive functions like addition and multiplication. These

arguments all reduce to a data value and never to a function. In that case, the

problem does not occur, and the improved TIM works fine. The set of strict

arguments considered by Argo is a subset of those found by a weakened

analyzer.

Howe [1992] also considers the use of strictness optimization in a spineless

machine. Howe shows that the use of strictness to change evaluation order

can increase performance in some cases on the STG-M, chiefly by avoiding

updates. This work is done in the context of strictness analysis by evaluation

transformers. Evaluation transformers use strictness properties of data struc-

tures to allow some argument expressions to be evaluated in advance to a

greater extent than is allowed by simple strictness analysis. The possibility of

strict evaluation of arguments that reduce to a function is not explored. The

strict arguments found by this method extend over those of the weakened
analysis but only in the direction of data structures and not of partial

applications.

For the SGM, Burn et al. [1988] offer the following explanation for the

presence of the 6th SUNWIN13 rule: “The new stack frame is required

because E is used to compile strict argaments, whose result may be partial

applications, ] and so we must prevent them from taking other things from

the stack.” Hence, the SGM is not aggressive and needs no weakening of the

strictness analyzer.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We will now show a number of relevant experimental results to gain under-

standing in the trade-off between the spineless reduction strategy with

aggressive take (like the TIM and the STG-M) in combination with a data

strictness analyzer, and the nonaggressive-take reduction strategy in combi-

nation with a conventional, more powerful, strictness analyzer.

The platform used is based on the STOFFEL compiler. STOFFEL is a simple

typed lazy functional language [Beemster 1992] which may be used as an

intermediate in the compilation of MIRANDA*M or HASKELL. The STOFFEL

compiler performs many of the standard optimization on lazy functional

programs and compiles into C [Beemster 1993]. All measurements are done

on a Sun SPARC 10/41. The compiler performs global first-order strictness

optimizations based on backward analysis. The quality of the strictness

analyzer is comparable to that of other known implementations. For the

experiment with the weakened strictness analyzer, taking into account the

presence of an aggressive take, the results of the polymorphic type checker

are combined with those of the strictness analyzer. This is the method of

Section 4.2, and not the refined method. The results of the refined method

will be in between the weakened analyzer and the nonaggressive variant, so

only the extremes are shown.

Table I lists the test programs used for the experiments. The first three,

arti, nfib, and queens, are toy-sized programs, not suitable on their own for

final conclusions. The other programs are realistic medium-sized programs.

The table lists the number of lines of each program, the number of functions,

and a short description. These measurements are done by counting the

output of a pretty-printer that strips comments and uses a uniform output

format. nfib does not appear to be a one-liner because library conversion

functions are included for 1/0.

The arti program was specially constructed for this test. Its goal is to show

that an aggressive implementation with weakened strictness analysis may

perform arbitrarily less efficiently than a nonaggressive reducer with normal

strictness analysis. The core code of arti is as follows:

main :, a s list char
main a =

posit (total (map (doafun 1234567891011 12) (fromto 1 500000)))

doafUn: :p+A+k+ L-0-q +~+e+~-y-~+a+int+ Int
doafun il i2 1314 i5 i6 i7 i8 i9 ilO ill i12 ding =

select2 99 (afun ding II 12 i3 1415 i6 i7 i8 19110 il 1 112)

select2 mt + a + a
select2 i poly = IF i <0 THEN select2 I poly ELSE poly FI

afun::lnt+p+A+k+L -~-q-~+e+~-y- p-ct+int
afundlng abcdefghjkl m=

lF ding >= OTHENdlng ELSEafun dlngabcdefghjklm Fl

‘M MIRANDA is a trademark of Research Software Ltd
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Table I Test Program Sizes and Descnptlons

Program Lines Functions Description

arti 42 13 Contrived program to fool non-aggressive implementations

nfib 30 39 19 The well known fibonaccl program

queens 11 178 39 Computrs allvanantsof 11 queens on an llxll chessboard

typecheck 1 1790 176 Polymo~phlc typecherk,~g acc&dmg to [17]-Ch 9’

parst 3470 356 Combmator parser for S IYIFFEL mcludlng semantic checks

transform 5898 295 Cycle hftmg transforrnat,on for functional programs [20]

Note. [14]refers to Kclly[1989]; [15]refers to Muller[1993]; [17]refers to Pefion Jones [l987];

[ 19] refers to Vree [ 1989]; [20] refers to Vree and Hartel [ 1992]; and [21] to Wong [ 1981].

The interesting interaction in this example is between doafun and select2.

The main expression takes care of creating a curried function from doafun

and making sure that it is used many times so that the effects become visible.

The select2 and afun functions are recursive to prevent the STOFFEL optimizer

from inlining and spoiling the action. The second argument of select2 is the

one that counts. It is strict and polymorphic. This means that a weakened

strictness analyzer will not mark it strict, but a normal analyzer will.

Therefore, in an aggressive-take implementation the application of select2

cannot strictly reduce the second argument. Instead, an expensive suspension

must be built that will be reduced later by select2,

The second and third columns of Table II show a compile-time count of how

many arguments are computed in a strict fashion before they are passed to a

function. This is a count of arguments actually computed strictly at the call

site. It is given for both the normal and the weakened strictness analysis.

Here the first interesting result surfaces. It turns out that for six of the ten

test programs, the generated code is unaffected by the weaker strictness

analysis. For these programs there is no difference in executing with the

aggressive or nonaggressive reduction scheme.

For the other four programs there are some arguments that can be passed

strictly under a nonaggressive take, and not with an aggressive take. The

relative number of these arguments is very small. However, even a single

difference to the generated code might cause significant changes at run-time.

Indeed, this is confirmed for the contrived arti program in Table II.

In the right part of Table II the dynamic results of running the programs

compiled with normal and weakened strictness analysis are listed. The
figures given are the number of kilobytes heap used. For lazy functional

programs, the heap usage is usually a good indicator of performance.

In these run-time measurements, the trends from the compile-time count

on strictly called arguments are largely confirmed. The programs with equal

strict-call-count use equal heap as expected. Some of the programs with

differing strict-call-count also use equal heap. This is the case for typecheck

and parst. In these two programs the differences in generated code are either

not executed often (in initialization or wrap-up, for example), or the strict
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Table II. Static Count of Arguments Passed Strict and Dynamic Heap Usage in Kbytes,

Both for Normal and Weakened Strictness Optimizations

arg’s passed strict heap usage

Program normal weak normal weak

alrt i 14 12 52000 84000

nfib 8 8 0 0
queens 26 26 116439 116439

ray 45 45 154965 154965

event 90 90 91533 91533
wang 101 101 172299 172299
sched 60 60 60547 60547

t ypecheck 199 197 228803 228803

parst 504 498 72443 72443

transform 785 782 478369 480847

arguments turn out to be already reduced, just like (add 5) in the swap

example.

The arti program shows that the cost of weakened strictness analysis can

indeed be huge. In this version of arti the extra heap usage is more than 50%.

Experiments (not shown) confirmed that by adding extra arguments to arti’s

functions, the difference could be made arbitrarily large. The transform pro-

gram shows that it is indeed sometimes beneficial in a realistic program to

have a nonaggressive take and to be able to reduce arguments of unknown

type strictly. However, the benefit is minimal.

The difficulties in the construction of the arti program prompted an experi-

ment with compiling the programs without optimizing transformations. In

the construction of arti it was difficult to convince the function inliner (one of

the optimizing transformations) that it should not transform the program

and remove the positive effects of normal over weak strictness analysis. The

question arose of whether the optimizing transformations would remove all

these positive effects in realistic programs, while nonoptimized programs

would suffer a huge disadvantage from weaker strictness analysis. The

experiment (not in a table) showed that this is not the case. Although turning

off the transformations resulted, in many cases, in more than 50% increased

heap usage, the relative differences between normal and weakened strictness

remained within 1% of each other.

Finally, Table III presents execution times in seconds for the ten test

programs. These measurements were done by running each variant of the

programs ten times and taking the best run-time of these. Within the Unix

workstation environment of the experiments, the measurement error was

found to be within the order of 2 to 3%. To interpret the results it is

important that the STOFFEL implementation uses a nonaggressive take, also
when the weaker strictness analyzer is used. However, it can be argued that

although the STOFFEL machinery is not as lean as it could be, the perfor-

mance impact is minimal. STOFFEL’S reducer is a spineless reducer. This
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Table III. Execution Times in Seconds with Normal and Weak Strictness Analysm

Program normal strict weak strict

arti 252 35.3

nfib 1.1 1.1

queens 34.6 34.7

ray 33.7 33.6

event 30.3 30.0

wang 55.2 55.0

sched 14.7 14,6

typecheck 82.0 80.2

parst 54.4 52.3

transform 129.6 130.2

implies that argument satisfaction checks must be done anyway to check for

update markers. Since this check can be combined with the check to see if

there are arguments at all, no big differences can be expected.

Other differences in execution time that are to be expected are twofold.

First is overhead for the manipulation of extra suspensions in the case of

weak strictness. This should be in the same order as the extra heap usage.

For arti this is indeed confirmed: heap usage is a useful indicator for execu-

tion-time performance. For all the other programs the difference in heap

usage is less than the variations due to measurement errors in the time. No

big differences can be expected and are not found.

The second cause for differences in execution time could have adverse

effects on a nonaggressive implementation with normal strictness. It is

caused by the strict evaluation of partial applications that cannot be reduced

further, like (add 5). Such evaluation causes overhead and saves nothing. It

must be noted, however, that the STOFFEL compiler can and will detect that

simple expressions (like simple curried functions) cannot be further reduced

and will not try to evaluate them. From the numbers in Table III, this

adverse effect could not be confirmed. Except for arti, all differences in

execution times are within the realm of measurement errors.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The elegant spineless reduction strategy of the TIM cannot be combined with
standard global strictness optimization because of the TIM’s aggressive take.

This little-known property of the TIM was later corrected in the SGM, but

subsequently reintroduced in the third-generation spineless machine, the

STG-M. The G-machine never suffered from it.

Two ways of dealing with the aggressive take have been proposed. One is

removing it from the reduction engine; the other entails modification of the

strictness analyzer. All of the graph reduction models discussed here can

make a choice between one of the two options. The advantage of having an

aggressive take lies in a leaner and, hence, possibly faster implementation of
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lazy graph reduction. A potential disadvantage is the need for a weaker

strictness analyzer when using the aggressive take.

With the STOFFEL platform, a number of experiments were conducted to

evaluate the trade-off between the aggressive-take and normal strictness

optimizations. It has been shown that in realistic programs the performance

benefits of normal strictness analysis over weakened strictness are minimal.

For a number of programs there is no difference at all. On the other hand,

using a contrived program shows that there is potentially a huge loss when

running with an aggressive take.

Taking all together, there is no decisive argument in favor of or against an

aggressive take. An implementor of lazy graph reduction can choose a leaner

reduction machine with aggressive take and more complicated code genera-

tion, or choose an evaluator that can evaluate any kind of redex and use the

full benefits of strictness analysis.
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